
Y3  Home Learning Journey tasks

To be returned to school by 20.10.21

Have a go at these activities to support our learning!

P.E

Design and test your own throwing

and catching ball game.

Music

Write and perform your own

Harvest song.

Present this in a way of your

choice- be as creative as you

like!

English

Create a fact sheet about the Stone

Age. Your fact sheet should be about

1 or more of the following:

Tool makers

Fire makers

Stone-Age clothes

Stone-Age food

Consider how you are going to present

this. Include pictures to support your

writing.

1 merit 2 merits 3 merits

PSHE

Make a poster showing what it

means to be a good friend.

Science

Use building blocks/lego and a

light source to investigate how

the size of the shadow can

change.

Write a conclusion to your

investigation.

History

When there were no caves to shelter
near, hunter-gatherers built

temporary shelters.

Build your own ‘hunter-gatherer

shelter’ using branches and leaves.

1 merit 2 merits 3 merits

Art

Create a still life sketch using

pencil. Use your shading skills to

add detail to your sketch.

Spanish

Make a tourist information

leaflet about Spain. Think

about the culture, the

language and why it might be a

good place to visit/ live.

Maths

Numbers are part of you, from the

month you were born to the size of

your shoe. How many ‘numbers of you’

can you think of? Think about your

shoe size, the year you were born etc.

1 merit 2 merits 3 merits

You can choose to do as many activities as you like but take care with your presentation. The more

activities you complete, the more merits you earn- the amount of merits stated above are the

maximum you will be rewarded for each task. Please complete your work on paper and stick it neatly

into your book. For the making activities, either take a photo of your make and stick it in or bring it

in- we love seeing them! When you have completed an activity, cross out the box to show what you

have achieved. Enjoy your learning!

Mrs Barnard, Mrs Smithson and Mrs Smith


